Dear parents/students

The purpose of this form is to determine the students wishing to continue learning an instrument in 2013. *We encourage your child to take advantage of the exciting musical opportunities the school offers.*

- As from 2013 the annual cost for all instruments is $100 (= $25 per term). This includes hire fee, subject levy and other associated costs including photocopying and repair/replacement of equipment.

- **All lessons must be attended punctually.** Students leave their instrumental session 10 minutes before the bell to return to class and collect any work they may have missed, and to be marked on the roll.

- Tuition is for a **full academic year** unless discussed with teacher, coordinator and parents.

- Each student is given a **timetable working on a rotating schedule** so a different class is missed each week. If a student can't miss a specific class an alternative time can be arranged.

- Part of the enriching experience of learning an instrument is **ensemble playing.** Students participate in group music making when they have reached the required standard.

Please contact Mrs Jan White with any queries you may have

---

**CONTINUENCE OF MUSIC PERFORMANCE TUITION**

STUDENT........................................................................................................YEAR LEVEL............

INSTRUMENT..........................................................................................CONTINUING     YES    NO

PARENT & STUDENT SIGNATURE...........................................................................